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1  User hints for Software Update with Software version 01.00

- A software update can only be performed via the Bootbox BB35 or DSB-Box DSB35

- the software update can only be performed with software version 058 or higher (IMEI number starts with 52.......

- modules with Software version lower than 058 can not be updated to Software version 058 or to higher versions (e.g. samples with IMEI number 00...)

- the ATI command will still reply "revision 00.00"

- in autobauding mode ( IPR = 0) the TC35 replies the complete input of the command after typing the second letter of the AT-command. (This means commands as "A/" will not work). With fixed baudrates all commands and also the echo works correct.

- Software-download via Bootbox and SIM-card Cable Adapter (SIM-SWUP) doesn't work with WIN98 (WIN2000 is not tested). WIN-NT4.0 with Service pack 6 works.